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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
LLS will accept applications for Class of 2024 host sites April 5 – July 3. Fellows onboard July 2024 and report to their host sites the first week of August 2024.LLS looks forward to partnering with you as a host site laboratory for an LLS fellowThis slide decks provides a brief overview of the LLS program, what you can expect from the host site application process, and how the program can help you prepare a competitive application.Shown here is CO 2018 Brandi Freeman providing capacity building support to the US Virgin Islands PHL.



LLS is a 2-year fellowship that trains the next 
generation of public health lab leaders.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
LLS is a 2-year fellowship for doctoral level scientists seeking a career in public health.Newly graduated (or soon to graduate) PhDs as well as those with postdoctoral experience are welcome to apply.The LLS program’s mission is to train these fellows to become future laboratory leadership in the public health workforce.Fellow create a culture of excellence in laboratory science by emphasizing high standards in areas such as laboratory quality and safety.Training is largely on the job and experiential. Fellows support the mission objectives of their host labs through whether through research contributions, conducting risk assessments, supporting laboratory operations, or other routine, yet high-performance activities. Shown here is Class of 2022 fellow Andres Wong-Sam on the front right, receiving training from his host site laboratory members in CDC’s Infectious Disease Pathology Branch.



LLS emphasizes 
service, 
competency-based 
learning, and leadership.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Service-learning is an LLS cornerstone.LLS training and experiences are based on competencies deemed critical for success as a leader in the public health laboratory workforce. Competencies were developed in collaboration with APHL, the Association for Public Health Laboratories and include applied research, lab safety and quality, bioinformatics, lab management, and communications.  Curriculum is designed to weave leadership experience and training throughout all of the competencies.  Fellows complete Core activities of Learning, or CALs, throughout their fellowship to build proficiency and skill within these competency domains. The LLS program can share the current CAL guide. Find more information on LLS competencies and CALs on the LLS website under What Fellows Learn.Shown here is Dave Lowe, a class of 2017 fellow, who worked with a novel rabies model as part of his LLS applied research. Dave is now a team lead with the Pox and Rabies Branch where he was hosted as an LLS fellow.
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Train. Serve. Retain.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
LLS seeks to train fellows through service and retain them in public health8 classes have matriculated 88 fellows16 more will join the fellowship in July 2023 93% of LLS fellows remain in public health.  67% accept positions with CDC.As LLS increases the number of fellow placements in jurisdictional laboratories, the interest and intent to pursue positions in these laboratories is also increasing.



LLS fellows train at 
public health 

laboratories around 
the country.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Fellows are hosted in CDC or other jurisdictional public health labs.   CDC labs include those at Atlanta headquarters or others throughout the countryWe more than doubled the LLS class size with the Class of 2022 (25 fellows), with 16 fellows onboarding in July with the Class of 2023.Sustained funding for at least 12 fellows beginning with the Class of 2024, but we need host site lab support and applications to maintain this larger class size.LLS communicates to applicants that public health doesn’t just happen at CDC, but also on the frontlines in our nation’s state, local, territorial, and tribal public health labs and health departmentsApplicants are encouraged to be open to both headquarters and field placements;For the class of 2022, half of the assignments are in the field, including 10 with state and local public health labs; 6 of 16 Class of 2023 fellows are assigned to state and local labs.



LLS fellows provide service to their host site laboratory 
at no cost.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A key benefit to a host site lab is that a PhD level scientist, who has been vetted through a rigorous application process, can join your team at not cost to you.Although LLS garners attention for its deployment, the magic of LLS is in the day-to-day - the high caliber and challenging activities at a fellow’s host site, the ability to engage with public health leadership at all levels across multiple agencies and those partnerships they are building in the process.Mentorship and supervision in their host sites, from leaders and subject matter experts dedicated to fellows’ professional development, is critical to the success of the program and the fellows’ experienceShown here is class of 2022 fellow Emily Yarosz working at her Minnesota State Public health Laboratory host site. 



LLS deploys to 
provide critical 

lab support and 
expertise.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Service learning can come the form of deploymentsLLS asks that host site laboratories commit to supporting their fellow’s participation in a field response, whether through an agency emergency response, a Lab-Aid or joint Epi-Aid, or on behalf of their host site, like shown here – Class of 2022 fellow Megan Mickum provided onsite cholera testing training to partners in El Salvador. These experiences are highly beneficial to the fellow’s professional development and also give them experience they often apply back to their host site projects or dutiesThe LLS program requires supervisory approval for LLS Lab-Aid or Joint Epi-Aid (with EIS partners) deployments.LLS is mindful of the commitment fellows have to their host sites and seeks to ensure they spend the majority of their time with their host sites.



Fellows consistently 
deliver on high impact, 
complex activities and 

projects.

WHO Headquarters
Geneva, Switzerland

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Historically, fellows have participated in a variety of service-based activities, not necessarily associated with a deployment, that provide unique leadership training opportunities.  Many of these are a part of their daily duties with their host lab assignments, supported through training provided by the LLS program and curriculum. LLS fellows have a track record of elevating even the mundane projects to a level of greatness with their skill, innovation, and work ethic.  The goal is to challenge fellows to not just complete an activity, but to take a leadership role in that activity.The LLS program is happy to meet with host sites to discuss projects.  We challenge you to challenge the fellow.  



Let’s talk about the 
application and match 

process.



• Host site overview
• Supervisor profile
• LLS fellow projects and opportunities

The host site laboratory application consists of 3 
sections.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The host site overview or profile consists of basic information such as your name and host site agency location.The supervisor profile is key. Here is where you’ll list members of the supervisory team, their experience mentoring PhD scientists or other fellows, and a supervisory plan for the LLS fellow.The bulk of the application is with the descriptions of various projects and opportunities your lab can provide a fellow.Include lab members aside from the supervisory team that can serve as consultants or resources for an LLS fellow and the workplace environment and other resource the fellow can access.Describe projects that can be completed within 12-18 months that meet CAL requirements; applied research projects, at a minimum, should have publication and presentation potential.Indicate opportunities for leadership training and development, lab operations and management experience, and other experiences beyond the bench that will help develop a fellow into a lab leaderIndicate support for conference travel and field experience. If your position requires any travel, this will be indicated, too.The LLS program can provide an application overview resource that walks through the entire application and provides helpful context on what to include. If you have previously applied, LLS is happy to provide a past application for easy reference and use populating your new application.Class of 2019 fellow Oren Mayer trains with his host site supervisor, Brian Harcourt.



Ensure your application meets the 3 key criteria.

Well-defined
project 

descriptions

Understand LLS 
CALs and 

program goals

Experience 
mentoring PhD 

scientists

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Applications require a primary supervisor and at least one secondary supervisor. The primary supervisor and at least one of the secondary supervisors must have experience mentoring doctoral level scientists. For CDC laboratories, the primary supervisor must also be an FTE.Your application should communicate an understanding of LLS’s CALs and describe how you’ll be able to support a fellow with meeting the fellowship requirements. Your application should also align with LLS’s program training goals, which include providing opportunities for leadership development and other soft skill training and support for a field experience and conference travel to present their work.Remember that this application will be reviewed both by the LLS program, and by the fellow candidates who are deciding which labs to interview with during match. Be sure to include well-defined and described projects that can be completed within the fellowship term, provide publication and presentation opportunities (where applicable), and give a full perspective of what your lab has to offer a fellow. The LLS program is happy to review and give advice on your application.This slide features, from left to right, Class of 2018 fellow Shelby Chastain-Potts with her supervisor and CDC’s quality management expert; Class of 2022 fellow Kat Begley, receiving training with CDC”s Viral Special Pathogens Branch; and Class of 2020 fellow David Payne, running an NGS assay at his host site, the District of Columbia Department of Forensics Sciences Public Health Laboratory.



LLS matches to 
select fellows 
in pre-match 
and regular 
match.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We select our final class based on the match versus selecting fellows and then matching them with host sites.LLS has funding for 12 fellows for the class of 2024; this number could increase if there are CDC laboratories interested in funding a fellow.Shown here is Class of 2022 fellow Susanna Sabin, providing a training to partners in Bangladesh.



Pre-match is available to STLT labs new to LLS or 
CDC labs that financially support a fellow.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Pre-match is offered as a means to place fellows in host sites where there is a priority need for a fellow. These labs will interview with fellow candidates ahead of the regular match and any matches are binding. If there is not a match, labs and the fellow candidates roll over to the regular match that follows.State, local, territorial, or tribal public health laboratories that have not yet hosted an LLS fellow will be eligible for pre-match for the 2024 class.Pre-match will also be offered to a CDC laboratory that opts to sponsor, or pay for, its own fellow (similar to the EIS). If you are a CDC laboratory interested in this route, please reach out to the LLS program (lls@cdc.gov) for awareness.Shown here is Class of 2022 fellow Katie Margalieux at her host site, the Michigan State Public Health Laboratory. Katie matched with the Michigan lab during pre-match.



LLS host sites participate in selection between July 
and November.

Applications 
due July 3

Applicants 
notified of status 

by July 28

Pre-match
interviews

September 11-22

Regular match 
interviews 

October 6 - 25

Final match class 
fellows and host 

sites notified 
November 2023 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Applications can be submitted between April 5 and July 3. Submitted applications are reviewed by a panel. Host sites that receive a high quality rating during this review advance to the next stage, with is interviews. LLS seeks to provide application coaching to any interested host site to ensure their application advances to match. The goal is to provide as many labs as possible the opportunity to interview with candidates.Before match, fellow candidates review available host site lab position description (essentially your entire application) and select which sites they would like to interview with. We ask that you interview with all candidates that have selected your site for an interview. “Pre-match” interviews occur first, then the regular match interviews. After each respective round of match interviews, lab host sites rate the interviewed fellows. It is important that these ratings are based on suitability for your lab, not your preference of fellows. Fellows rank their preferences. Ratings and rankings are computed in a statistical algorithm after each match round. Matches from pre-match are binding. Host sites are notified of their match by early November 2023. Unmatched host sites and fellows are placed on a waitlist. Waitlisted sites and fellows are commonly matched.



Add a PhD 
scientist to your 
team, share your 
expertise, and 
help train a 
future lab 
leader.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For a host site lab, you gain a high-caliber scientist with an eager mind for additional experience who can positively contribute to your workforce – they can and do hit the deck running and do extraordinary work.  LLS will cover the cost.Host site supervisors are able to share their wisdom and experience and have an immeasurable impact on an LLS fellowApply to host a fellow!



Class of 2024 LLS 
Laboratory Host Sites

Submit applications 
April 5 to July 3

Attend an informational webinar

Connect with the LLS Program

www.cdc.gov/lls | lls@cdc.gov

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Applications due July 3Learn more by attending an informational webinar (dates and webinar links are on the LLS website, cdc.gov/lls) or contacting the LLS program (lls@cdc.gov)LLS program would love the opportunity to discuss your application and provide coachingClass of 2022 headquarters fellow Sergio Rodriguez trains with Florida’s Tampa Bureau of Laboratories

http://www.cdc.gov/lls
mailto:lls@cdc.gov
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